<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Qualifications for Examination</th>
<th>ISKF Place of Exam</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| D - Rank | - One year after acquiring D-Rank Instructor  
- Minimum 25 years of age  
- Minimum 1 year after acquiring 3rd Dan | - International Event  
- National Tournament  
- Master Camp  
- Special case | -Examination of Kyu ranks in own dojo after 1 year probation within region. Other dojos in region with authorization. |
| C - Rank | - One year after acquiring C-Rank Instructor  
- C-Rank Instructor  
- C-Rank Judge  
- Minimum 3 months after acquiring 4th Dan | - International Event  
- National Tournament  
- Master Camp  
- Special case | -Examination of Kyu ranks and 1st Dan in own dojo. Other dojos in region with authorization. |
| B - Rank | - One year after acquiring B-Rank Instructor  
- B Rank Instructor  
- B Rank Judge  
- Minimum 3 months after acquiring 6th Dan or higher | - International Event  
- National Tournament  
- Master Camp | -Examination of Kyu ranks, Shodan and Nidan in own region, outside with authorization. (Technical Committee outside of Region) |
| A - Rank | - One year after acquiring A-Rank Instructor  
- A-Rank Instructor  
- A Rank Judge  
- Minimum 3 months after acquiring 8th Dan | - International Event  
- National Tournament  
- Master Camp  
- ISKF Headquarters | -Examination of Kyu ranks and below 7th Dan. |